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Abstract. This paper presents a method for the nonlinear analysis of beam elements subjected to the
cyclical combined actions of torsion, biaxial flexure and axial forces based on an extension of the
disturbed compression field (DSFM). The theoretical model is based on a hybrid formulation between the
full rotation of the cracks model and the fixed direction of the cracking model. The described formulation,
which treats cracked concrete as an orthotropic material, includes a new approach for the evaluation of
the re-orientation of both the compression field and the deformation field by removing the restriction of
their coincidence. A new equation of congruence permits evaluating the deformation of the middle line.
The problem consists in the solution of coupled nonlinear simultaneous equations expressing equilibrium,
congruence and the constitutive laws. The proposed method makes it possible to determine the
deformations of the beam element according to the external stresses applied.

Key words: cyclic loads; reinforced concrete; cracking (fracturing); spatial truss; stress-strain relation-
ships; aggregate interlock; equilibrium; congruence; Mohr’s circle; numerical analysis.

1. Introduction

The capacity to simulate structural behaviour under cyclical loading conditions is presently being
developed. The model proposed in this paper permits analysing the behaviour of reinforced concrete
beam elements subjected to cyclical loads. The most recent truss-like model treats the cracked
reinforced concrete elements as an orthotropic material. The interaction relation between flexure,
torsion and shear were developed by Elfgren (1972). Compatibility conditions of reinforced concrete
elements subjected to shear were introduced by Collins (1973). A fundamental contribution in
understanding shear behaviour was given by the discovery of softening in concrete struts in model
produced by Robinson and Demorieux (1968) and the first quantification of the phenomenon was
given by Vecchio and Collins (1981, 1982).

The nonlinear analysis of FEM of a reinforced concrete element subjected to cyclical actions
(Bahn and Hsu 2000) was developed following the model with a rotation of the cracking angle and
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the model with a fixed cracking angle. The first is based on the gradual re-orientation of the
direction of cracking compatibly with the load applied and with the response of the materials.
Examples of such formulations come from Foster (1992), Ayoub and Filippou (1998), Barzegar-
Jamshidi and Schnobrich (1986). On the contrary, in the second model, the direction of cracking
coincides with that of original cracking and remains unvaried. An important aspect of the model
with a fixed angle of cracking, proposed by Okamura and Maekawa (1991), Kaufmann and Marti
(1998) and others, is the evaluation of the relative slippage which develops between the fracture
surfaces and the shear tensions due to the aggregate interlock phenomenon and in the presence of
reinforcements which prevent widening of the cracks. The model with a fixed angle of cracking,
with cracks oriented in the direction of the compression stresses, was proposed for the nonlinear
analysis of the membrane elements in reinforced concrete by Pang and Hsu (1996). 

A general calculation method was described by Collins et al. (1996) thus simplifying the theory of
the modified compression field (MCFT); various nonlinear procedures involving the FEM have been
developed by Vecchio et al. (1996).

The difficulty, related to the theory of the modified compression field (MCFT), is represented by
the control of the shear tensions between the fracture surfaces in that normal tensions may give a
non null value of these (Vecchio and Collins 1986). The compatibility equations of MCFT do not
take into consideration the slippage due to the shear along the fracture surface. The disturbed strain
field theory (DSFM) (Vecchio 2000b) attempts to remove the main two issues of uncertainty of the
above mentioned model, with the introduction of some corrections based on the results of
experimental tests. 

The model used in this paper to describe the behaviour of cracked concrete, under cyclic loads, is
an improvement of existing procedures as based on a hybrid formulation between the model with
full rotation of cracks and the model with fixed direction of cracking. The formulation described
here, based on the theory of the modified compression field (MCFT), treats cracked concrete as a
orthotropic material and involves a new approach for the evaluation of the re-orientation of both the
compression field and the deformation field by removing the restriction of their coincidence.

2. Analysis of the reinforced concrete beam element

The model presented permits studying the behaviour of the generic section reinforced concrete
beams subjected to cyclical stress. The theory is based on the following hypothesis:

1. hypothesis of preservation of plane sections by Bernoulli-Navier;
2. congruence of deformations;
3. the beam resists applied actions through a compression and diagonal traction field in the

concrete, while the longitudinal and transversal reinforcement (stirrups), is subject to tensile or
compression stresses;

4. the spacing of the stirrups is sufficiently limited to allow the creation of a space truss; each
section along the beam can be considered identical to the others;

5. the deformations are small if compared to the dimensions of the section itself;
6. the torsion stress is uniform, and the secondary warping tensions are deemed negligible;
7. cyclical stresses are such as to exclude phenomena associated to material fatigue and the

deterioration and/or collapse cannot be related to them;
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8. cyclical stresses do not include those of an impulsive nature such as impacts and explosions.
Stresses applied in restricted areas are not considered, in the shortest of times, such as to cause
circumscribed damage to the region of application;

9. deformations due solely to shear are considered negligible.

The equivalent hollow section (Cocchi and Volpi 1996) is discretised into an n number of small
elements with height Bi (i = 1 … n) sufficiently small to formulate the hypothesis that the values of
unknowns, tensions and deformations, are constant in each small element (Fig. 1). In order to avoid
the double calculation of the portions of small angle elements which overlap in proximity of the
vertices, the thickness td, the base B obtained for a rectangular small element are initially taken into

Fig. 1 Discretisation of a generic section in reinforced concrete

Fig. 2 Discretisation of the section subjected to torsion stress with adaptation of the small elements nearest to
the vertex
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consideration with subsequent adaptation deriving from the removal of the area of superimposition.
In this way the angle small elements, initially rectangular in shape, are substituted by triangular or
trapezoidal small elements and the side shared by two adjacent small elements is superimposed to
the bisector of the internal angle of the section vertex (Fig. 2).

Discretisation causes discontinuity amongst the variables in proximity of the connections between
the wall and angle small elements; by increasing the number of small elements the solution will
converge to the exact solution.

With reference to the small element xi, according to hypothesis 1 it is possible to determine the
longitudinal deformation εli  calculated at the barycentre depending on the flexural curvatures χy, χz

and longitudinal deformation η of the section.

(1)

where

(2)

(3)

3. Relations of equilibrium

Consider the state of stress in a concrete element of the cracked beam: such an element, which is
assumed to lie in the plane of the section is subjected to a set of stresses in the plane. Eq. (4) can
also be proven using Mohr’s circle.

(4)

According to the indications in (Vecchio 2000b) the equations of equilibrium of the element, are
developed in terms of average and local tensions along the fracture surface.

The concrete is considered as an orthotropic material with a rotating direction of cracking in
which the main average tensions fc1 and fc2 acting on the concrete are respectively perpendicular and
parallel to the direction of cracking identified by the angle θ and the traction tension fc1 is still
present after cracking because of the “tension stiffening”  mechanism (Vecchio 2000b). The average
tensions can also be considered as acting on the reinforcements. The tangential tensions νcr, with
respect to the interface of the crack, contribute to the equilibrium since they oppose the relative
slippage of the edges of the crack itself.

Taking into account a unitary area in proximity of the two planes of direction 1 and 2, the
equivalence of the external tensions applied (σx, σy, τxy) and the tensions on the planes 1 and 2 give
the following relations: 
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(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Note that (Vecchio and Collins 1986), in proximity of the crack, the tensile tension of the
reinforcements is higher than that reached inside the concrete strut between one crack and another.
Due to the adherence, the greater traction tension of the “bare” reinforcements is transferred to the
concrete, thus reducing the traction tension of the steel.

The shear tension τlt due to torsion, intended as the average tension evenly spread over the
thickness of the equivalent hollow section, gives rise to a flow of tangential tensions q which
(Cocchi and Volpi 1996) are constant in the section according to translational equilibrium along the
longitudinal axis of a portion of the beam between two straight sections. 

The result for the case taken into account is:

(9)

The global equilibrium of the equivalent hollow section, subjected to combined actions of torsion,
axial force and biaxial flexure, is obtained by adding together the contributions of the internal
tensions of all the small elements (Fig. 3)

ρsl fslcr fsl–( )– ρst fstcr fst–( )+[ ] sin θ( )cos θ( ) νcr–=
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Fig. 3 Internal traction and compression tensions acting on the section capable of balancing external stresses
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For axial force N we will have:

(10)

For bending moment My we will have:

(11)

For bending moment Mz we will have:

(12)

Each small element contributes to the balance of the twisting moment applied through the vector
product between the resultant of the tangential tensions applied halfway up the thickness and the
vector ray of its application point (point Ci), (Fig. 4) given by: 

(13)

The first can be expressed according to the coordinates of the vertices of the small element lying
on the edge of the section, from the relation:

(14)

(15)

For twisting moment Mx it is necessary:

(16)

and the vector ray ri, can be detected as soon as the position of the point of application (point Ci) of
the resultant through Eqs. (2) and (3) is known.
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Fig. 4 Internal tangential tensions acting on the section capable of balancing external stresses
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4. Relations of equilibrium

The deformations of a reinforced concrete beam are discontinuous and localised in restricted areas
in which cracking makes the concrete non-homogeneous. The apparent or total deformation
(Fig. 5c) are decomposed into two terms the first of which represents the deformation associated to
the continuum (Fig. 5a) and the second expresses the deformation caused by the relative slippage
along the cracks comparable to the deformation of a solid body (Fig. 5b)

Fig. 5 Congruence relations: (a) deformations due to stresses in the continuum, (b) local deformations due to
slippage along the fracture surfaces comparable s to the deformations of a solid body, (c) combination
of the deformations
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The vector of total deformations  = (εx εy γxy), makes it possible to pinpoint the direction of the
main deformations through the well-known relation:

(17)

in which θε is different from the angle θσ of inclination of the main deformations in concrete
considered as continuum, calculated by the relation:

(18)

Considering that cracks begin to open when the tension in concrete is greater than the maximum
traction tension, it can be supposed that the inclination of the cracks coincides with the direction of
the main deformations in the concrete. According to this hypothesis the contribution of deformation
having width w and interspace s connected to the slippage along the cracks, is:

(19)

The space among the cracks is based on the suggested relation (Bhide and Collins 1989):

(20)

(21)

The total or apparent deformation is given by the sum of the single deformation contributions:

(22)

Deformations in direction 1 and 2 can be expressed according to those in direction l-t from the
well-known relations (Pang and Hsu 1996):

(23)

Between the adjacent cracking surfaces, where the rod is practically “bare”, the reinforcement
suffers an increase in deformation resulting in an increase of the tensions to compensate the local
reduction of the traction tensions on the concrete, in order to guarantee equilibrium and inhibit the
widening of the cracks, which can be estimated with the relation:
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(24)

Given the hypothesis of perfect adherence between steel and concrete, the average deformation of
the reinforcement can thus be calculated as follows:

(25)

(26)

while in proximity of the cracks the punctual deformation of the reinforcements is given by the sum
of the average deformation and the increase in localised deformation. In the reference frame 1-2 the
deformations in proximity of the cracks can be expressed as follows:

(27)

Considering that γ12 = 0 in that the reference frame 1-2 is a principal reference frame, we have:
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Fig. 6 Discretisation of the section and deformation (a) helical fracture curvatures, (b) deformation of two
adjacent small elements
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As far as congruence between the deformations of the small elements is concerned, it can be
noted that the hypothesis due to the classic treatment by Vlasov (1961) involves unrealistically high
rigidities, contrary to experimental evidence, especially in the nonlinear and ultimate fields.

As shown by Fig. 6, the deformation of the medium line εt can be estimated as follows. 
Two adjacent small elements A and B with a and b as the respective points of application of the

resultants of the tangential tensions (Fig. 6b), are considered.
When the small element A (respectively B) suffers a longitudinal deformation εl equal to aa’

(respectively bb’) and a tangential deformation γlt equal to a’a’’ (respectively b’b’’ ) once the
deformation has occurred, the distance ab will be equal to a’’b’’ . The deformation of the medium
line εt is:

(29)

from which we obtain:

(30)

by expressing the axial and tangential deformations of each small element.
Eq. (30) expresses the congruence of each small deformed element with respect to that adjacent to

the same.
A further equation of congruence can be obtained from the principle of virtual works by imposing

equality between the external work, due to the applied axial, flexural and twisting actions and the
internal work due to inner stresses: 

(31)

In the proposed treatment, the principle of virtual works makes it possible to single out the only
congruent configuration amongst the equilibrated infinites.

Note that in Eq. (31) a hypothesis is formulated whereby the energy subtracted from the system
and dispersed in heat and energy to degrade the edges of the cracks, is of an almost negligible
quantity with respect to the terms contained in the same.

By expressing the external work according to the applied stresses and the “macroscopic”
deformations involving the entire beam, and the internal work according to the tensions and internal
deformations, we have:

(32)

5. Constitutive laws

5.1 Concrete 

The following (Vecchio 2000b) is used for compressed concrete under a condition of biaxial
stress:
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(33)

with

(34)

(35)

A softening factor βd is used to define both peak strength fp and peak deformation εp of the
concrete subjected to compression as for the following equation (Vecchio 2000b):

(36)

(37)

The softening coefficient assumes the following value:

(38)

The Cd factor is a function of the relation εc1/εc2 and precisely:

(39)

and the factor Cs assumes the following value:

(40)

Resistance to compression of concrete is influenced by the width of the cracks as follows:

(41)

In the case of concrete subjected to traction, before cracking, a linear relation of the following
kind is used:
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(42)

The contribution of “tension stiffening” can be estimated according to the following relation:

(43)

The “tension stiffening” coefficient can be expressed through the relation suggested by Bentz
(Vecchio 2000b):

(44)

In order to describe the response of concrete subjected to cyclical stresses, a group of equations,
connected to the curve envelope described previously (Vecchio 2000b), is used. These describes
monotonous behaviour, and require knowledge of all the pre-existing maximum deformations. In a
continuum, where the principal directions of deformation vary from point to point in the concrete,
the problem can be faced thanks to the proposed method, based on the application of Mohr’s circle.

The constitutive laws for cyclical stresses, adopted during the proposed procedure, are based on
essentially linear rules of unloading/reloading

The compression constitutive law is illustrated in Fig. 7(a) for each of the principal directions of
deformation (i.e., εc = εc1 o εc = εc2; the other parameters are consequentially deductible).

In a reloading cycle, where residual plastic deformation of concrete is ε p'
c , the compression stress

is calculated as follows:

(45)
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Fig. 7 Hysteretical model for concrete: (a) response to compression, (b) response to traction
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Deformations εc and εcm are total deformations and include plastic deformation. If tension falls on
the curve envelope (i.e., εc < εcm) then εcm and fcm are respectively updated to ε'cm and f 'cm. At each
loading stage, instant plastic deformation ε p'c  is given by the following expression (Vecchio 1999):

(46)

If instant plastic deformation  exceeds plastic deformation , then the latter is consequently
updated.

During unloading, phase tensions are generated which can be estimated according to the following
expression:

(47)

(48)

This model implies the simplified hypothesis whereby during a recurrent excursion from the
domain of traction deformations, compression stresses are null until the cracks close themselves
completely (i.e., until εc < 0). 

The constitutive traction law, illustrated in Fig. 7(b), uses a base curve consisting of two parts: one
which describes the pre-cracking defined by Eq. (42) and one which represents the post-cracking
response due to “tension stiffening” defined by Eq. (44).

In a reloading cycle, traction tension in concrete is calculated as follows:
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In proximity of the first traction cycle, plastic deformation ε p
t , is kept constant at the determined

value when the tension relates to the compression domain. The deformation used for the calculation
along the base curve, is free of plastic deformation so that the base curve is translated in such a way
that its origin coincides with ε p

t . In successive cycles plastic deformation is redefined as follows:
when the response falls on the curve envelope (εt < εtm), maximum traction deformation and the
corresponding tension are respectively updated to ε 'tm and ftm (Fig. 7b). Tension during unloading
can be calculated as follows:
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(51)

where the tensile module during unloading is defined as:

(52)

In conclusion the constitutive law for concrete subjected to cyclical stresses used by this treatment
is shown in Fig. 8.

5.2 Steel

The constitutive law for steel used (Elmosieri et al. 1998) (Fig. 9) is described by a curve
composed of two straight lines (Prantdl’s bilateral). The first line has a slope equal to E0 and the
second has a slope equal to E1, both generating asymptotes for the constitutive law:
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Fig. 8 Constitutive law for cyclically stressed concrete
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Note that even in this case, in order to fully describe the behaviour of steel subjected to cyclical
stresses, in addition to knowing the mechanical characteristics required for the construction of the
base curve, it is also necessary to know the history of deformations occurring during the last
loading/unloading stage.

5.3 Considerations on the shear tensions at the interface of the cracks

In the past twenty years methods have been developed for the calculation of tangential tensions
that occur at the cracks interface due to friction.

When shear tension is applied to a cracked element, slippage occurs between the edges of the
cracks accompanied by the inevitable detachment of the same edges caused by the roughness of the
fracture surface (Ali and White 1999).

The detachment of the crack edge causes an increase of the traction tensions in the reinforcements
which, due to the steel/concrete adherence, transform into compression forces acting on the
interface, capable of preventing further opening of the cracks.

In conclusion, many factors influence the calculation of the tangential tensions and each is itself
a function of a series of variables of a stochastic nature such as shape and nature of the
aggregate, resistance of the concrete, lack of internal resistance and any other component in the
“mix design”  of the concrete conglomerate; for this reason, the determination of a reliable model
requires a statistical approach based on the regression of the data obtained through a series of
tests carried out on samples, with an elaboration of numerical formulations that is difficult to
apply. 

According to the data obtained by the experimental tests started by Paulay and Loeber, Bazant and
Gambarova (1987) the following relation is suggested to determine the ultimate shear resistance of
concrete:

Fig. 9 Constitutive law for steel by Pinto and Menegotto (1977) for cyclical loading
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(57)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)

(62)

In the case of repeated loading cycles, which are the subject matter of this paper, it should be
noted that the importance of tangential tensions νcr, decreases as the cycles increase following the
reduction of the degree of roughness on the fracture surfaces in the presence of the crashing and
expulsion of aggregates in the cement matrix of the concrete.

6. Algorithm for the solution of the nonlinear equations system

Once the constitutive laws for concrete, for longitudinal steel and for the stirrups have been
assigned, together with the geometrical characteristics of the sections and the stresses applied, it is
necessary to determine the number of unknowns strictly required to fully describe the deformation
and tensional states of the beam element.

For each small element, subdividing the section, the five unknowns εli, εti, γlti, wi, δsi are taken as
independent variables. For each section the unknowns η, χx, χy, χz, q, are considered. It is
necessary to determine a total of 5 · n +5 independent unknown variables. 

The equations obtained in the previous paragraphs which determine the problem for each small
element are:

Eqs. (5) and (6) of local equilibrium, Eq. (30) of transversal deformation congruence, Eq. (1) of
preservation of the plane sections and Eq. (9) of the translational equilibrium in longitudinal
direction for the generic section;

Eq. (32) of the principle of virtual works, Eq. (10) of the translational equilibrium in longitudinal
direction, Eq. (16) of equilibrium to the rotation around the longitudinal axis x (torsion), Eq. (11) of
equilibrium to the rotation around the axis y (flexure) and Eq. (12) of equilibrium to the rotation
around the axis z (flexure).

A total of 5 · n + 5 nonlinear independent equations are available. The nonlinear simultaneous
equations, in homogenous form, can be thus rewritten:

νcr τmaxr
a3 a4 r

3
+

1 a4r
4

+
-------------------------⋅=

τmax 0.245 fc′
c2

c
2 100 w

2⋅+
------------------------------⋅=

σ 0.534
1000 w⋅
-------------------- 145 νcr( )p–=

r
δs

w
----=

a3
10
fc′
------=

a4 2.44
39.8
fc′

----------–=
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(63)

where
i = 1, 2, …n;
j = 1, 2, …m;

Note that the equations, involving a small generic element, are functions solely of the unknowns
concerning it (εl, εt, γlt, w, δs) and of the global unknowns common to all the elements (η, χx, χy,
χz, q) while the global equations involve all the unknowns of the problem. For these reasons the
resolving equations are coupled.

A Taylor expansion of the first order can be used to make system (63) linear:

(64)

where
 is the Jacobian matrix:

F1i
ρsli

fslcri
fsli

–( )– ρsti
fstcri

fsti
–( )+[ ] sin θi( )cos θi( )⋅ νcri

+ 0= =

F2i
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–( )cos2 θi( ) ρsti
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–+ 0= =
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------– 1 0=+=
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  = 

 is the vector of known terms:

 is the solution vector:

The solution of the system (63), as it is known, can be obtained by Newton-Raphson’s iterative
method, for the i + 1 iteration:

(65)

In order to solve the problem of the derivation of the implicit system functions (63) interpolation
through polynomials is applied:

(66)

(67)

In order to solve the linear system (65), the Gauss pivotal method is applied. This choice was
made because the Jacobian matrix (64) is sparse non symmetrical with non prevailing terms on the
principal diagonal.
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7. Calculation procedure

The proposed method has been implemented in a procedure for computational calculation
consisting of the following main steps (Fig. 10): 

1. after assigning the physical-geometrical characteristics of the beam and the stresses, the section
is divided in a predetermined sufficiently high number of small elements; 

2. the intensity of cyclical stress is calculated by varying the temporal parameter characterising the
modulated cosine (Fig. 11)

Fig. 10 Flow-chart of proposed procedure
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3. an initial approximate start point is determined for the Newton-Raphson formula (65),
calculated according to the De Saint Venant theory, depending on the stresses applied; 

4. the Jacobian matrix is assembled with the calculation of the gradient vector of each function of
(63) through the method of differentiation of the approximated polynomials; 

5. the vector of known terms is assembled by calculating the values assumed by each function of
(63) at the initial solution step;

6. the solution is calculated with the Newton-Raphson method in the matrix form described in Eq.
(65) by the pivotal Gauss elimination and subsequent reverse substitution with error control
until the desired accuracy is attained;

7. global stresses are calculated and compared with those assigned; if the differences in the
solutions obtained in steps i, i + 1 exceed a predetermined tolerance value, the procedure
restarts from step 4.

8. Results of the nonlinear analysis of beam elements subject to cyclical stresses

The analysis of the following beam elements is important to verify the utility of the calculation
procedure proposed in order to study complex behaviours and the interactions of complex structures.
Even so, the most important item in the study of the fundamental constitutive behaviour of
cyclically stressed reinforced concrete is that obtained thanks to simple elements subjected to well
defined and well controlled loads.

Figs. 12-24 show the numerical results obtained with the procedure proposed for some reinforced
concrete beam elements with hollow rectangular sections (Figs. 12, 15), hollow octagonal sections
(Figs. 17 and 20) and solid rectangular sections (Figs. 21 and 24) subjected to cyclical stresses
deriving from torsion, axial stress and sinusoidal flexure, modulated as indicated in Fig. 11,
considering that the equation described below makes it possible to simulate the loading conditions
which generally occur in the engineering field.

Such elements have already been object of experimental (Hsu and Mo 1985) and numerical
(Cocchi and Volpi 1996) investigation in the case of static stresses.

According to author’s knowledge experimental results relevant to beam elements subjected to
cyclical combined actions of torsion, biaxial flexure and axial forces are not currently available.
Nevertheless direct comparison with the numerical and experimental results, in the static case, show

Fig. 11 Stresses of a modulated sinusoidal
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that the proposed MCFT/DSFM formulation describe realistically the non-linear behaviour of the
beam elements tested.

In order to reach a sufficient degree of accuracy in reasonable calculation times, the sections
analysed have been subdivided into sixteen small elements, since it was noted that an excessive
subdivision increases the accuracy of the solution negligibly while it significantly increases the
calculation time. It was observed in fact that the discrepancy between the solution obtained by
subdividing the section into twenty small elements and that obtained by subdividing it into twenty-
four small elements is far too negligible to justify the significant increase in the calculation time.
Cyclical stresses were imposed by specifying the value of the temporal variable t representing the
argument of the modulated sinusoid (Fig. 11) which was increased at every cycle through to
collapse. Starting from an approximate solution obtained with the application of the technical theory
of the beam, the calculation algorithm searched for the solution of the problem by successive
approximations improving the previous solution until the difference between applied and calculated
stresses is less than a pre-established tolerance fixed, for this analysis, at 250

(68)

If the deformations of materials - steel and concrete - do not exceed their own ultimate
deformations, the temporal variable t is increased and the calculation is repeated until one of the
materials breaks. This analysis confirmed that the algorithm proposed is extremely stable and that it
converges at every loading phase. 

Observing the action-deformation diagrams obtained through the numerical analysis and shown in
the pictures below, a prevailing tendency to fragility is detected in the elements tested.

The progressive addition of a further external action such as axial stress and/or bending moment,
reduces the importance of homologous deformations with a drastic decrease in the number of the cycles
required to bring the beam element to breaking point. The beam elements analysed reach collapse after
exceeding the breaking tension in the stirrups since significant deformation tend to concentrate in the
fracture areas where the reinforcement is “bare” and thus more sensitive to deformation.

A discrepancy is noted between the experimental (Walvaren 1981) and the theoretical values of νcr

as a function of the relative slippage δ, obtained through the formulations suggested by various
authors: each function is closer to the experimental values only at a certain interval. 

Furthermore, some of the formulations illustrated rise, meaning that, as the width of the cracks wi

and the relative slippage δ -grow, tangential tension reaches unacceptable values.
Furthermore it was observed that the effect of the tangential tensions at the interface of the cracks

significantly influences the tensional-deformation state of the tested beam element. In order to
substantiate the importance of this factor, the numerical analysis was repeated and Eq. (57) was
substituted with the those with an increasing trend suggested respectively by Kupfer and Reineck:
the result is that the solution obtained is unacceptable since the tangential tension νcr due to
aggregate interlocking grows above the breaking tension of the concrete f'c. This does not imply a
limitation of the proposed method, but is due to the lack of suitable models capable of predicting
the complex phenomenon of aggregate interlock accurately. At the moment there are no available
formulations which can satisfactorily estimate the value of the tangential tension νcr for variable
loading because aggregate interlock is influenced by the irregular geometry of the fracture surface,
by the expulsion of concrete fragments and by the high number of variables required to accurately
define a phenomenon which is very difficult to quantify at an experimental stage. 

N t( ) Ncal.–( )2
Mx t( ) Mxcal.

–( )2
My t( ) Mycal.

–( )2
Mz t( ) Mzcal.

–( )2+ + + tolerance≤
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8.1 Section n. 1

Fig. 12 Section n. 1

Fig. 13 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature

A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mx [Nmm] 70000 370000 1 0 0 15π 15
My [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 1000 26000 1 0 0 15π 15

Mx [Nmm] 60000 400000 1 0 0 15π 15
My [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 14 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature

A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 0 75000 1 0 0 15π 15

Mx [Nmm] 70000 270000 1 0 0 15π 15
My [Nmm] 0 100000 1 0 0 15π 15
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 15 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature
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8.2 Section n. 2

The numerical results obtained with the proposed procedure for a circular section beam similar to
the beams used for bridge piers are illustrated in Fig. 18 while Fig. 17 shows the physical-
geometrical characteristics of the sections analysed and the action-deformation curvatures.

Fig. 16 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature 

Fig. 17 Section n. 2
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A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mx [Nmm] 60000 260000 1 0 0 12π 12
My [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 18 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature

A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 0 25000 1 0 0 12π 12

Mx [Nmm] 60000 660000 1 0 0 12π 12
My [Nmm] 0 10000 1 0 0 12π 12
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 19 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature
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8.3 Section n. 3

Fig. 20 Relation of the bending moment-flexional curvature

Fig. 21 Section n. 3
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A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mx [Nmm] 25000 2122.065 1 0 0 15π 15
My [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 22 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature

A B ω ϕ tin. tfin. n
N [N] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Mx [Nmm] 25000 2122.065 1 0 0 15π 15
My [Nmm] 0 7957.74 0 0 0 15π 15
Mz [Nmm] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 23 Relation of the twisting moment-torsional curvature
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9. Conclusions

The aim of this work is to provide a numerical procedure for analysing the non linear dynamic
behaviour of reinforced concrete beam elements under cyclical coupled torsion, biaxial flexure and
axial loading conditions. In actual technical literature and codes theoretical and experimental studies
are developed to predict only static or dynamic non linear behaviour, for uncoupled loading
conditions, of reinforced beam elements. The damages find in framed reinforced structures subjected
to recent earthquakes of high intensity emphasise a more realistic prediction of the three
dimensional seismic force interaction in structural members. The procedure proposed in this paper,
as an extension of the MCFT approach and as an improvement of the DSFM, realistically predict
the non linear cyclical compression or tension fields in reinforced concrete beams and then may be
a robust basis to further evaluate the global stiffness of three dimensional frames under medium or
high seismic actions, according to a non linear dynamic F.E.M. approach. The numerical results
obtained by means of the proposed procedure have shown that the influence of shear effects are
nearly negligible and that the currently available experimental/theoretical formulations for cyclic
loads give a not satisfactory estimate of the tangential critical tension owing to aggregate interlock.
The computer procedure proposed may be a useful tool to check much more experimental results
which shall be carried out on high strength reinforced concrete beams.
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Appendix: Determination of thickness  tdi of the small elements of the equivalent
hollow section

It has been observed (Onsongo 1978) that when a beam is subjected to twisting and bending actions, its
external surface does not remain flat: the torsion curvature χx and the flexional curvatures χy and χz cause a
deflection of the compressed strut of the equivalent space truss specified by the curvature χn, orthogonal to the
direction of the strut, if the fibres of the external surface are compressed.

Consider the small wall element, in which the local frame of reference x-s is indicated respectively in longi-
tudinal and transversal directions, the origin O' and the compressed diagonal along the line AB, inclined by θ
with respect to the longitudinal direction. The deformation of the surface O'ABC, due to the twisting action,
can be expressed by the equation:
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(A1)

describing a hyperbolic paraboloid and the flexional contribution to deformation, given by the equation:

(A2)

that defines a parabolic cylinder having axis s.
In conclusion the deformed surface O'ABC, can be expressed by the contribution of the two terms:

(A3)

Deriving this expression with respect to the direction m of the compressed strut, we have:

(A4)

The curvature of the strut can be approximated with the second derivate:

(A5)

and after derivation, we have:

(A6)

in conclusion:

(A7)

(A8)

Introducing (A8) in (A7) we obtain the equation expressing the curvature of the concrete strut according to
the flexural and twisting curvatures: 

(A9)

This congruence equation permits evaluating the thickness of the compressed diagonal since, due to curva-
ture χn, the deformation of the compressed strut varies through the thickness td of the strut.

Experimental tests (Onsongo 1978) demonstrate the validity of the hypothesis that considers a linear devel-
opment of the average principal compression deformation along the thickness, with maximum value on the
external surface εds, and null value in correspondence of the thickness td, that in this way becomes the effec-
tive thickness of the compressed diagonal.

The thickness can be evaluated as follows:

(A10)

In the behaviour of the space truss, due to deflection of the diagonal, a certain portion of the section is
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subjected to traction and is ignored, while the part under compression is effectively considered as resistant to
the stresses applied.

Indicating with εd the deformation situated half way up the thickness, we have:

(A11)

Considering the above, through equation (A10) the thickness of the hollow section is an equivalent thick-
ness in the model adopted, bearing in mind that due to the presence of biaxial flexure in addition to torsion
and axial forces, such thickness is variable along the edge of the section.

In the case of a hollow section having a given thickness td
(max), maintaining the hypothesis of linear varia-

tions through the thickness of the compression deformations and, if the thickness thus calculated with (A10) is
greater than the maximum td(max), the following condition is assumed:

(A12)

Notation

zPi ; yPi : coordinates of the prime extremum of the side of the small element in the principal frame of
reference of the given section;

zPi+1 ; yPi+1 : coordinates of the second extremum of the side of the small element in the principal frame of
reference of the given section;

td : thickness of the compressed strut;
ϕl : anomaly of the side of the given section containing the segment Pi Pi+1 corresponding to first

side of the small element;
zsi ; ysi : coordinates of the point of application of the resultant of σl acting on small element ;
zci ; yci : coordinates of the barycentre of the small element in the principal frame of reference of the

given section;
ρsl : percentage of reinforcement in longitudinal direction;
ρst : percentage of reinforcement in transversal direction;
fsl : average tension on the longitudinal reinforcements;
fst : average tension on the transversal reinforcements;
fc1 : average principal traction tension on concrete due to the steel-concrete adherence;
fc2 : average principal compression tension on concrete;
fslcr : punctual tension on longitudinal reinforcements in proximity of the crack;
fstcr : punctual tension on transversal reinforcements in proximity of the crack;
νcr : tangential tension developed at the cracking interface;
Al : longitudinal reinforcement area;
B : basis of the small element;
At : transversal reinforcement area (stirrups);
∆x : spacing between the transversal reinforcements (stirrups);
q : flow due to the transversal tensions;
n : number of small elements subdividing the section;
Ai : area of the small element ;
Asj : area of the reinforcement ;
m : total number of longitudinal reinforcements in the section;
zsi : abscissa of the centre of the longitudinal reinforcement ; 

 : vector ray of the resultant of the tangential tensions;
: axis z unit vector;

 : axis y unit vector;
ε1 : total deformation in direction 1;
ε2 : total deformation in direction 2;

εds 2 εd⋅=

td td
max( )=

x i

x i
x j

x j
r i
z
y
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γ12 : total shear deformation associated to the directions 1-2;
εl : total or apparent deformation in direction l;
εt : total or apparent deformation in direction t;
γlt : total or apparent shear deformation in direction l-t;
εc1 : net deformation in direction 1;
εc2 : net deformation in direction 2;
γc12 : net shear deformation associated to the directions 1-2;
σ1 : principal traction tension;
σ2 : principal compression tension;
τ12 : tangential tension in the principal frame of reference;
σl : tension in direction l;
σt : tension in direction t;
τlt : tangential tension in the frame of reference l-t;
θε : inclination angle of the principal directions of total deformation;
θσ : inclination angle of the principal directions of net deformation;
θ : inclination angle of the cracks coinciding with θσ;
cl : maximum distance from the longitudinal reinforcements, measured perpendicularly to the bars;
ct : maximum distance from the transversal reinforcements, measured perpendicularly to the bars;
sl : spacing between the longitudinal reinforcements;
st : spacing between the transversal reinforcements;
dbl : diameter of the longitudinal reinforcements;
dbt : diameter of the transversal reinforcements;
ρl : spacing between the longitudinal reinforcements;
ρt : spacing between the transversal reinforcements;
ε c : net deformations vector;
ε s : vector of deformations due to slippage;
ε0 : vector of elastic deformations or connected to these such as thermal jumps, Poisson effect,

aggregated alkali, etc.;
εp : plastic deformations vector;
ε0

sl : possible deformation impressed on the reinforcement in direction l (for effect of pre-tensioning);
ε0

st : possible deformation impressed on the reinforcement in direction t (for effect of pre-tensioning);
w : width of the crack;
δs : relative slippage between the cracks;
s : spacing between the cracks;
∆ε1 : increase of the reinforcements deformation in correspondence of the cracks;
∆γ12 : increase of the slippage deformation correspondence of the cracks;
ab : distance between point a and point b Fig. 6(b);
γlt

(A) : tangential deformation of small element A;
γlt

(B) : tangential deformation of small element B;
εl

(A) : longitudinal deformation of small element A;
εl

(B) : longitudinal deformation of small element B;
Le : external work;
Li : internal work;
N : axial force;
η : axial deformation;
Mx : twisting moment;
χx : torsional curvature;
My : bending moment in direction y;
χy : flexing curvature due to My;
Mz : bending moment in direction z;
χz : flexing curvature due to Mz;
ε0 : deformation corresponding to maximum uniaxial compression in concrete;
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fp : maximum compression tension in concrete (peak tension);
εp : corresponding deformation fp (peak deformation);
fc1 : traction tension in concrete;
fc2 : reduced compression tension in cracked concrete;
f 'c2 : compression tension in cracked concrete comprehensive of the softening effect;
Ec : tensile module of the concrete tangent at the source;
εc1 : traction deformation of concrete;
εcr : correspondent deformation to the start of cracking;
f 't : maximum traction tension in non cracked concrete;
f 'c : maximum compression tension in non cracked concrete (obtained with a test on a cylindrical

sample);
fc1

(stiff.)  : traction tension in concrete associated to “tension stiffening”;
ct : coefficient of “tension stiffening”;
db : diameter of the bars;
εcm : maximum compression deformation obtained during the previous loading in the direction in

question;
fcm : tension corresponding to εcm;
ε p

c  : plastic deformation;
fbc(εc) : tension calculated on the base curve in correspondence of εc;
εp : deformation correspondent to peak tension of the curve envelope; 
ε p

c : plastic deformation;
ε p'

c : instantaneous plastic deformation corresponding to deformation εc;
fcm : tension corresponding to εcm;
εcm : maximum compression deformation reached during the previous loading in the direction in

question;
Ecm : tensile module of unloading; 
fc(εc) : unloading tension corresponding to deformation εc;
εtm : maximum traction deformation obtained during the previous loading;
εp

t  : plastic deformation;
ftm : tension corresponding to εtm;
fbt(εt) : tension calculated on the base curve for a deformation equal to εt;
R0 : 20;
a1 : 18.5;
a2 : 0.0015;
fy : yield stress;
εy : deformation corresponding to start of yielding;
E0 : tensile module tangent in source;
E1 : tensile module of positive strain hardening;
b : E1 /E0;
σ0 : tension corresponding to the point of intersection of the asymptotes;
ε0 : deformation corresponding to the point of intersection of the asymptotes;
σr : tension corresponding to the point reached in the previous cycle;
εr : deformation corresponding to the point reached in the previous cycle;
ξ : deformation corresponding to the deformation difference between the intersection point of the

asymptotes and the point of minimum or maximum deformation previously reached;
c : aggregate maximum dimension [mm];
σ : tension acting orthogonally to the crack [MPa];
εds : maximum deformation of the strut in proximity of the edge of the section;
N(t) : axial stress function of the temporal variable;
Ncal. : calculated axial stress;
Mx(t) : twisting moment function of the temporal variable;
Mx cal. : calculated twisting moment;
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My(t) : bending moment in direction y function of the temporal variable;
My cal. : bending moment in direction y calculated;
Mz(t) : bending moment in direction z function of the temporal variable;
Mz cal. : bending moment in direction z calculated;
χn : curvature of the strut.




